
 
Sponsor Transactions 

 

 
These are some frequently addressed issues in the Sponsor Transaction section of New Business Solutions 
 

Saving Sponsor Transaction to complete later –Have you ever entered information via Sponsor 
Transaction>New Transaction and saved to complete later and then not been able to find it under Review 
Transactions?  If you don’t complete the source of funds field, selecting Save and Complete Later doesn’t 
actually save anything.  Once you select a Source of Funds and select Save and Complete Later you will get a 
green Trade Ticket saved, Trade Ticket # pop up.  If you don’t know the Source of Funds, select 
Checking/Savings/Money Market as a place holder.  Then, when you resume the transaction later you will click 
on this entry inside the Liquidations box to edit the source of funds.  If you have selected an alternate source of 
funds that opens additional windows for completion that you need to gather information for, you can put fluff 
answers in so that the system will allow you to Save and Complete Later.  Just be sure to review all entries 
before final submission to insure you have addressed all fields with valid information.  

 
Transaction Amount-This field does not like cents.  We have had a few transactions that had to be edited 
because the individual entering the data automatically put in the cents as written on the check on hand but the 
system didn’t capture the decimal point so the transaction looked like it was for 100x actual transaction 
amount.  We are aware that this is a glitch and that in some instances your check blotter and your transaction 
amount are not going to be exactly the same.  As long as you include the cents when you blotter the check and 
just use whole dollar amount in Add Transaction, you will be fine. 
 
Rationale for purchase-Sponsor Transaction fields are intuitive, additional fields will generate based on data 
entry.  If the system asks a question, don’t ignore it.  If you do, we are likely to see the transaction under Action 
Needed asking for additional information.  If you are moving a client from a commission product to a fee 
platform your rationale must include why it is in the client’s best interest.  Reverse churning has been an issue 
for regulators for years, make sure that the client understands the difference in what it will cost them between 
the two formats. If the fee platform will cost them more, but they receive additional services then it becomes an 
analysis of value rather than just an analysis of cost. 
 
Percent of Net Worth fields-The system will auto populate Dollar Amount is x percent of client’s Net Worth and 
Dollar Amount is x percent of client’s Liquid Net Worth based on the values on the associated New Account 
Form and the Transaction Amount (fields 1 and 2).  You will have to do the calculations for the Total Investment 
in like products is y fields (3 and 4).  If this is a new client who only has one transaction with your office the Total 
investment in like products numbers will mirror the two fields above.  If the client is adding to an existing 
position the second set of numbers will include the current value plus addition.  For clients with a portfolio of 
assets you will need to determine total portfolio value in like products to arrive at the percentages for fields 3 
and 4.  For example, if transaction is for a Jackson VA and client already owns AXA VA both values are calculated 
in like products.  Same applies if you have money at SEI and investing additional funds with FTJ, or if mutual 
funds in IRA and Individual registration.  If anyone needs help with the mathematical formulas for calculating 
these values, give me a call.  

 


